
In the section of the novel below, there are some obvious, plot-driven elements that must be understood by the reader. Also, there are some evident examples of the popular themes within the novel. However, underneath the veneer of the text, there may also be lurking elements that would provide a more sincere criticism. In the first of two boxes below, write what you see as the important plot elements and the more obvious reflection upon the general themes in the novel. In the second box, write the observations you glean from further analysis. This in-depth analysis could be focus characterization, theme analysis, social commentary, etc. Be sure to effectively integrate quotes in your response. After that, you will find your own passage, and do the same.

Chapter (49), page 258

“We must endeavor to forget all that has passed on either side,” said Jane. ``I hope and trust they will yet be happy. His consenting to marry her is a proof, I will believe, that he is come to a right way of thinking. Their mutual affection will steady them; and I flatter myself they will settle so quietly, and live in so rational a manner, as may in time make their past imprudence forgotten."

Plot, simple theme connections

Deep analysis
Your Passage:

Plot, simple theme connections

Deep analysis